




The dog my sister owns = My sister’s dog

The books my uncle owns = My uncle’s books



The dogs my sisters own = My sisters’ dogs

The books my uncles own = My uncles’ books 



My uncle’s books =
The books that belong to my uncle 
(The books de mi tio) My sisters’ dogs =

The dogs of my sisters
(The dogs de mis hermanas)



The master-at-arms’s speeches 

My brother-in-law’s truck



Jasmine and Chris’ last class

Elron and  Gimli’s plan



Jasmine’s and Chris’ last classes

Elron’s and  Gimli’s plans



If a word ends in –s
This is the one place where the apostrophe usage gets muddy.  

That can get tricky in terms of 
pronunciation.  What should these sound 
like?

• witness’s
• mathematics’s
• Descartes’s
• Jones’s
• Jesus’s
• Texas’s



If a word ends in –s
This is the one place where the apostrophe usage gets muddy.  

MLA says to always add an apostrophe 
to a word ending in –s.  

• witness’s
• mathematics’s
• Descartes’s
• Jones’s
• Jesus’s
• Texas’s



If a word ends in –s

APA agrees, except when it comes to 
proper names, saying to only add an 
apostrophe and an –s when the name’s 
last –s is unpronounced.

• witness’s
• mathematics’s
• Descartes’s
• Jones’
• Jesus’
• Texas’



If a word ends in –s

Other sources say that if a name ends in 
an –s or –z sound, do not add the extra 
–s after the apostrophe. 

• witness’
• mathematics’
• Descartes’s
• Jones’
• Jesus’
• Texas’

So, what’s a writer to do?



If your teacher or boss 
doesn't have a preference, go 

with the form that makes 
the most sense to you.

Just be consistent.



Can’t = cannot
Shouldn’t = should not

There’s = there is
You’re = you are

It’s = it is  

Make sure you don’t contradict subject/verb agreement rules 
with this one!   

There’s two candy bars on the counter. = 
There is two candy bars on the counter. (should be are)

SHORTCUTS



’60s = 1960s 

Notice that there’s no 
apostrophe before the –s.  
It’s plural (1960-1969, lots 
of years), not possessive

’60’s = 1960’s 

The apostrophe before 
the –s indicates 

possession (as in “the 
music of the 1960s). 



Confusing: He practiced his ps and qs.
Use: He practiced his p’s and q’s. 

Confusing:  Here are some dos and don’ts.
Use: Here are some do’s and don’ts.



The CDs are over there. 

As are what you’re aiming for.
A’s are what you’re aiming for.



If it’s just plural—many things—do not use an 
apostrophe unless there would be confusion without it! 

When you use an apostrophe, 
ask yourself if you are showing the object 

belongs to someone, or if you’re leaving out letters.  


